I have had a Surface Book for about 18 months now and it just recently quit “detaching”. I have tried the following since discovering the problem: Restarting the computer, cycling the computer. The detach option from the notification tray says “Surface Detach: Ready to Detach”. The tablet and keyboard will not detach (other than manually, which I don’t want to do again). I don’t use the tablet mode very often but it would be nice to use it occasionally as designed. Club Always Ready, better known as Always Ready, is a Bolivian football club from La Paz, playing its home games in nearby El Alto. Due to the jerseys the team is also known as Banda Roja, or the red band, due to the similar traits its uniform shares with the popular River Plate. Club Always Ready was founded on 13 April 1933. The team took part in the La Paz championship, which was held in 1950 under semi-professional conditions; it was organized by La Paz Football Association (LPFA). Despite not Always Ready (274 pp) is an excellent introduction to apologetics. Bahnsen spends a lot of time on epistemology and the need for a truly Christian theory of knowledge. He writes, “One must be presuppositionally committed to Christ in the world of thought (rather than neutral) and firmly tied down to the faith which he has been taught, or else the persuasive argumentation of secular thought will delude him. Always Ready â€“ The Book | Coast Guard Sea Stories from the 1970’s. The Book November 2, 2015 by admin 2 Comments Always Ready â€“ Coast Guard Sea Stories from the 1970’s chronicles the experiences and adventures of the author during his eight years of service in the U.S. Coast Guard. In his book, author Mark Holmes recounts fact-based tales of rescues at sea, libertyâ€¦ Always Ready. 3.25 4 5 Author: T.A. Chase. As e-book. Making a living on the Bering Sea is hard enough, but throw love into the equation, and things can blow into a hurricane. Senior Chief Dean â€œJakeâ€œ Jacobson loves his job as a Coast Guard rescue swimmer.